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Social media in Thailand
Major purposes 
• The standing points on certain issues
• Support ideologies
• Broadcast news and information
• Increase activities
• Change from online to offline or to real 

world activities
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Standpoints
• Call upon 
society‘s attention
on the credibilty of
EHIA

Audiences
• Bangkok Middle 
Class
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Section 67. The right of a person to participate with State and communities in the preservation and exploitation of natural resources and biological diversity 
and in the protection, promotion and conservation of the quality of the environment for usual and consistent survival in the environment which is not hazardous to his health 
and sanitary condition, welfare or quality of life, shall be protected appropriately.

Any project or activity which may seriously affect the quality of 
the environment, natural resources and biological diversity shall 
not be permitted, unless its impacts on the quality of the 
environment and on health of the people in the communities 
have been studied and evaluated and consultation with the public and interested parties have been organised, and 
opinions of an independent organisation, consisting of representatives from private environmental and health organisations and from higher education institutions providing 
studies in the field of environment, natural resources or health, have been obtained prior to the operation of such project or activity.

The right of a community to sue a government agency, State agency, State enterprise, local government organisation or other State authority which is a juristic person to 
perform the duties under this section shall be protected.

EHIA
Evironmental Health Impact Assessment
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• Create content
• Post
• Share
• Check in the route
• Live report the walk
• Updated activities

Facebook Strategies



(Individual/Front stage)

Real World
(Collective/Back stage)

Environmental 
Issue

Social Capital
• Network of former work
(env. org., media.)
• Environmental influencer
•Experiences in Envi.
• Former EHIA committee

Economic Capital
• Support from network

i.e. budget facilitate

Cultural Capital
• the development of
smartphone function
(users friendly)
• development of 3G

Frame (Msg.conveyed)
• disagree with

Mae Wong Dam
• misleaded info EHIA
report

Activities
• walk from Mae Wong
• report the walk
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Standpoints

• Individual freedom
& right

• Ask for change
in  various aspect
• citizen
• civic
• equality
• human right

• Democratic progression
• No faith in Amnart
• Trust in the rule of law/  
soverignty
• Freedom of speech
• Anti – Coup detat
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Facebook Strategies
• Create content
• Post
• Share
• Report news
• Updated activities



(Individual/Front stage)

Real World
(Collective/Back stage)

Political Issue
Coup 2014

Social Capital
• Network of former work
(media.)
• political/social influencers
• Experiences in non 
violence demonstration
• know the borderline

Economic Capital
• Support from political
networks, individual

Cultural Capital
• professional techniques
launching mediation
• development of 3G

Frame (Msg.conveyed)
• disagree with

the Coup
• ask for freedom of
expression

Activities
• gather against the
Coup

• report the activities
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Chapter II: The King
Article 8.The King shall be enthroned in a position of revered
worship and shall not be violated. 
No person shall expose the King to any sort of accusation or
action

Chapter IV: Duties of the Thai People
Article 70. Every person shall have a duty to uphold the Nation, 
religions, the King, and the democratic regime of government
with the King as Head of the State under this Constitution.

Part 11: Liberty to Assemblage and Association
Article 64. A person shall enjoy the liberty to unite and form and
association, union, league, cooperative, farmers group, private 
development organization or any other group
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Thailand Penal Code Thai Criminal law
Chapter I: OFFENCES AGAINST THE KING, THE QUEEN, 
THE HEIR-APPARENT AND THE REGENT

Article 112. Whoever, defames, insults or threatens the King, 
the Queen, the Heir-apparent or the Regent, shall be punished 
with imprisonment of three to fifteen years. 
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Chapter II: OFFENCES AGAINST THE INTERNAL SECURITY 
OF THE KINGDOM

Article 116. Whoever makes an appearance to the public by 
words, writings or any other means which is not an act within the 
purpose of the Constitution or for expressing an honest opinion 
or criticism in order:
1. To bring about a change in the Laws of the Country or the Government by 
the use of force or violence;
2. To raise unrest and disaffection amongst the people in a manner likely to 
cause disturbance in the country; or
3. To cause the people to transgress the laws of the Country, shall be 
punished with imprisonment not exceeding seven years.
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Standpoints
• Protect and maintain
the monarchy by all 
means
• Ask for punishment
for those who
considered as threat
to the nation



(Individual/Front stage)

Real World
(Collective/Back stage)

National 
Security Issue

Social Capital
• Royalty
• Social Influencer
•Experiences as former
military

Economic Capital
• Owner of the hospital

Cultural Capital
• 3-pillar of Thai society

Frame (Msg.conveyed)
• Protect the Monarchy
• Enforce the punishment
to the threat of Nation

Activities
• train the members
• report the threat of
Nation
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Institution/Program Administrative Unit
Project on Computer Crime Watch: 
2008-2009

CAT Telecom Public Co.Ltd.
Telecom of Thailand Co.Ltd. (TOT)

Technological Crime Suppression 
Division (TCSD): 2009 - present

The Royal Thai Police

ICT Community: 2009 - present MICT
Internet Security Operation Centre 
(ISOC): 2009 - 2011

MICT, TOT

Central Censorship Budget: 2010 MICT: Ministry of Information and 
Communications Technology

Cyber Scout: 2010 - present MICT
Cyber Security Operation Centre 
(CSOC): 2011 - present

MICT

Committee for the Monitoring of Illegal 
and Improper Dissemination of 
Information and Communication 
Technology: 2011 - present

Prime Minister’s Office

State Cyber Crime Suppression Programs 
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Article 44. 
Unofficial Translation
Excerpts from 2014 Interim Thai Constitution 

In the case where the Head of the National Council for Peace 
and Order is of the opinion that it is necessary for the benefit of 
reform in any field and to strengthen public unity and harmony, or 
for the prevention, disruption or suppression of any act which 
undermines public peace and order or national security, the 
Monarchy, national economics or administration of State affairs, 
whether that act emerges inside or outside the Kingdom, the 
Head of the National Council for Peace and Order shall have the 
powers to make any order to disrupt or suppress regardless 
of the legislative, executive or judicial force of that order. In this 
case, that order, act or any performance in accordance with that 
order is deemed to be legal, constitutional and conclusive, and it 
shall be reported to the National Legislative Assembly and the 
Prime Minister without delay. 
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Thailand warns Facebook to block content 
critical of the monarchy
12 May 2017
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-39893073

Authorities in Thailand have warned Facebook to take down content critical of 
the monarchy, or face legal action.
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